Research on the Integration of Industry and Finance of Coal Chemical Enterprises under the Background of Lean Management Accounting
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Abstract: In this paper, the production and operation characteristics of coal chemical enterprises are combined with the goals of creating enterprise value, strengthening strategic leadership, rationally controlling risks, effectively reducing costs, and making full use of the supply chain to enhance performance evaluation management in the management accounting information system. By analyzing the needs of coal chemical companies for the construction of industry-financial integration information systems and coal chemical companies’ deficiencies in cost control and operation management, the logical framework and implementation plan for industry-financial integration informatization are constructed, and coal chemical companies are further clarified. In this way, the competitive advantages of coal chemical enterprises can be improved, and the energy strategy security can be ensured while taking into account the economic benefits of the enterprise.
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1. Introduction

As the Chinese government puts forward the goal of "carbon peak and carbon neutrality", the whole society has continuously strengthened the measurement and control of carbon emissions and the remediation of air pollution, and the environmental protection standards and requirements have been continuously improved. Under the economic background of coal decapacity, the utilization rate of clean energy has increased significantly, and international crude oil prices continue to fluctuate. These reasons make it necessary to re-emphasize the properties of coal raw materials and pay attention to the use of coal in the production process. In addition, the investment projects of coal chemical companies have the characteristics of high capital and technology density, high safety risks, and high environmental protection standards, which also constitute difficulties in operation and management that need to be resolved. Based on the analysis of the lean management accounting system combined with the basic theory of industry-financial integration, this paper proposes to integrate the information flow, capital flow and business flow of coal chemical companies to cover the entire production and operation process, and to solve the problems faced by the company in the operation process. The company can take both economic benefits and social energy security into consideration.

2. Theoretical Analysis

2.1. Theoretical Basis of Industry-Financial Integration

With the advent of the era of big data accounting, it has brought challenges and opportunities to traditional accounting functions. On the one hand, it shows that the Internet and cloud data provide technical support for financial sharing, which makes data integration unnecessary to be completed by financial personnel. The process of accounting is completed by the computer through formulating rules and algorithms [1]. On the other hand, for the internal financial management activities of the enterprise, due to its strong comprehensiveness, the flexible decision-making ability of the management personnel is required. Therefore, it is necessary to combine business with finance and simultaneously utilize the advantages of information system hardware to jointly create more value for the enterprise, which has become the development trend of business management [2].

The integration of industry and finance is a new type of management mode, which can complete the pre-risk assessment, profit and loss prediction in the management process, budget monitoring and control during the event, and evaluation and summary analysis of the business results after the event [3]. On the one hand, by participating in the whole process of operation and
management. The integration of industry and finance can complete business processing at low cost, quickly and efficiently, and generate a flow of financial information for internal and external users of giant information [4]. Used in the next business decision-making, for the sake of continuously optimizing and guiding for business management. In contrast, the basic function of traditional accounting type finance is to perform accounting, which can be achieved through computing technology, which can reduce the workload of financial personnel. So business-oriented finance requires financial personnel to be familiar with the business and extend the work content forward to collaborate with business departments to implement corporate strategic goals [5]. Furthermore, strategic finance is based on the company's strategy, combining business processes and business department functions, decomposing and quantifying strategic objectives to ensure the smooth implementation of the strategy [6].

2.2. The Theory of Business-Financial Integration in the Context of Lean Management Accounting

Both the management accounting information system and the integration of business and finance can provide information support for the management decision-making and evaluation of enterprises [3]. The essence of the integration of business and finance is the background management activities supported by information technology, and its main content is recording measurement and reporting [7]. In addition, the functions realized by the business-finance integrated information system are consistent with the value functions of management accounting, which are based on strategically-oriented risk control, cost control, supply chain management, and performance management [8]. Therefore, studying the integration of industry and finance can enhance the ability of corporate management accounting [9]. What is important is that coal chemical companies want to achieve the integration of industry and finance, coal chemical companies need to continuously innovate management methods and concepts in financial accounting and management accounting, and need to use advanced information technology and methods at the same time, so that the business flow, capital flow and information flow of the enterprise can be integrated and integrated [10]. Building a financial management information system is suitable for the operation of coal chemical enterprises in the context of industry-finance integration.

3. Analysis of Current Situation and Existing Problems

3.1. The Status Quo of the Construction of Industry-Financial Integration of Coal Chemical Enterprises

In the new round of coal chemical technology industry demonstration process, the management system of some coal chemical companies has fallen behind the process of technological development, unable to achieve the requirements of lean management, and unable to give full play to the management functions and lack of guidance and auxiliary role for the overall planning of the industry. However, in the process of the new round of industrial restructuring, many coal chemical companies are developing like a broken bamboo, which has brought considerable economic benefits to local governments. Therefore, many local governments and enterprises ignore the technological development level of the industry, the local construction environment and conditions, and the supply and demand market. And they are driven by short-term interests to build and invest in coal chemical projects, resulting in low energy conversion efficiency, high investment risks, and industry overcapacity and other issues. How to achieve lean production under cost control and improve the utilization rate of energy and capital is the main development problem faced by these enterprises. That is, how to use informatization means to carry out the informatization construction of the melting of business assets to resolve the difficulties faced by coal chemical companies in the operation process, such as high capital, personnel and technology density, high security risks and high environmental protection requirements. The reality is that the function of management accounting has not been fully utilized in coal chemical companies, and lean management and the production cannot be effectively carried out. The utilization rate of coal and other energy sources is not paid attention to the value of its raw materials, and the carbon emission target is not up to standard. To sum up, the degree of informatization of industry-financial integration is relatively backward, and it has not been used for the scale effect of integration, which has led to the lack of competitive advantage of some enterprises in the industry.

3.2. Problems in the Construction of Industry-Financial Integration

There are the following problems in the process of informatization construction of industry-financial integration in coal chemical enterprises: (1) The level of informatization is relatively backward, and there are information barriers within the enterprise. The specific manifestation is that the information between the various business departments and the financial department is not shared in time. And there is a time lag effect in the exchange of information. Although the resource manufacturing planning system ERP or basic systems such as MIS systems have been introduced into some enterprises. The system does not play a substantial role in the process of business flow, information flow and capital flow and integration, but only assists in basic financial accounting. However, the decision-making auxiliary functions of these information systems are generally absent, lacking the functions of comprehensive information integration and utilization.

(2) Some companies pay more attention to hardware than software, and the funds cannot be used rationally. On the one hand, there are problems such as the small scale of investment in information construction in domestic coal chemical companies, and on the other hand
there is the problem of unreasonable investment structure. Compared with software, software maintenance and daily management, some companies pay more attention to hardware and its hardware construction and technology. What's more serious is that these phenomena have existed for a long time, which directly led to problems such as the construction of the coal chemical industry's industry-financial integration information system, the slowing down of the construction process and the low maintenance efficiency. The role of industry-financial integration cannot be fully carried out to assist management decision-making. If funds are insufficient, the complete construction and operation of functional modules will be incomplete, and the functioning of the entire system will be affected.

(3) The lack of professional talents and innovation in management mechanisms and models make it impossible to adapt to the industry-financial integration information system. At present, there is a general lack of compound talents who understand technology and are proficient in business and management in enterprises, which has become an obstacle in the process of information integration of industry and finance. In the process of implementing business-financial integration, the management system and model have not been reformed and innovated accordingly, so that these two systems cannot work with each other and even cause the established system to fail to operate. In addition, the corresponding coordination mechanism has not been constructed, and the old management system and mode are not thoroughly reformed, which will affect the operation of the industry-financial integration information system.

(4) Lack of unified norms and standards in the industry. The lack of a unified standard for enterprise informatization is manifested in the confusion of internal product and technology coding and the different standards of different enterprises, which is not conducive to horizontal communication and information sharing between enterprises. It is also not conducive to the overall development of industry informatization. The informatization construction of coal chemical enterprises is seriously hindered by these problems. At the same time, these problems are not conducive to the risk being controlled in the enterprise.

4. Countermeasures and Suggestions

4.1. Analysis of Requirements

By summarizing the problems that coal chemical companies have in the process of information integration of industry and finance, the reasons are summarized as information islands, lack of unified standards and norms, and unclear management interfaces. Among them, the problems existing in the business modules of infrastructure and material management, production cost control and management, and administrative management are the most prominent and have a greater impact. In order to solve the above problems, the design and improvement of these three modules are focused on, which is conducive to the smooth implementation of the industry-financial integration information system.

4.2. Design of a Coal Chemical Enterprise Industry-Financial Integration Scheme

The logical relationship between the two core mainline building modules based on the enterprise's information flow and capital flow is also the two core mainlines of the information construction of the integration of business and finance [11].

(1) Implement double modularization

(2) Dual modular functions can be realized through the following ways, such as technically integrating customer resource management systems, lean process information of production organizations, automation of processing and manufacturing, and the construction of intelligent manufacturing and standard working hours systems, etc. [12] First of all, the company implements modularization of business organization. The goal of business organization modularization is to establish a highly innovative, flexible and disciplined organization within the enterprise, and to reconstruct the original vertical or flat organization. [13] The modularization divides the importance of enterprise business into main business and sub-business organization modules. Secondly the business organization module is based on the value chain of the enterprise. The information exchange between the modules is identified by the system. The sub-business module is a process-based subdivision of the main business module and integrates information through the value chain to realize real-time information sharing. At last both the main business and the sub-business modules are vertically connected based on the business flow to improve the flexibility of the management system.

(3) Industry-to-finance integration plan for production management and cost control

The coal chemical industry is a continuous production enterprise. According to the business content of production, there are mainly production plans, technological processes and technological formulas [14]. According to the requirements of lean production management, after the end of the product costing cycle, the cost of resources and materials is calculated by the financial department, and the cost is collected and allocated, which constitutes the calculation of the cost of products and finished products. After confirming the cost accounting method in the system, the corresponding data is decomposed and extracted [15]. The accuracy of business data can be improved through the integration of business and financial information.

(4) Industrial and financial integration plan for infrastructure and material management

The infrastructure management module is closely connected with the capital flow, and the infrastructure management module and the material management module are coordinated to integrate the main infrastructure business and financial management activities on the basis of the conversion of the physical business and financial accounting [16].

The material management system is mainly operated with the support of the enterprise asset management
system and OPM. Besides, the related fuel coal and raw coal inventory and cost are also managed in the OPM system [17]. In the above system, the "moving weighted average pricing method" and "period moving average cost" are used for cost accounting. After clarifying the functional modules and interfaces of the business system and the financial system, the two systems are respectively used as the main inventory, and the inventory of the goods and the accounting accounts are corresponding to complete the cross-check relationship between the flow of materials and the flow of funds [18]. In the meantime, the business department and the financial department should carefully review and confirm the process, and accurately describe the business scenario when designing the plan. By building a general classification system for materials, standardized coding is conducive to the investigation and modification of data.

(5) Business-finance integration plan for integrated business management

The integration of business and finance in integrated business management is mainly reflected in the expense reimbursement and the period expenses incurred by the management department. And the physical carriers of business activities are mainly contracts and payment receipts. Furthermore, it is necessary to build an intelligent declaration system and access the system's business forms and accounting systems, and then integrated business management and financial management are integrated. Then, the documents and contracts are efficiently approved, and the internal control system of the enterprise is strictly implemented, in order to ensure the legality and rationality of economic business.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the completion of the integration of business and finance in coal chemical companies will essentially share the company’s business flow, capital flow, and information flow in a timely manner, and then the problem of information asymmetry between the financial management process and various business processes will be solved. In the context of lean management accounting, the integration of business and finance is implemented in the process, and all links of the enterprise's production and operation management need to be fully included based on the enterprise value chain, which enables effective prediction, decision-making, control, analysis and control evaluation. Only by adopting the above measures can the value of the enterprise be enhanced and economic benefits can be increased to achieve the goal of cost saving.
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